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This series of wisdom-quotes on writing and the writing life is taken from the classic, On Becoming a Novelist by John
Gardner and Raymond.

But also know you are being written. I do recommend that you read this chapter though if you are at all
enthralled by the idea of writing experimental fiction. I always felt that you should risk. See how this stuff gets
out of hand? We do things not in keeping with our stories, sometimes horrible things. And while I might say
that for the amateur or hobbyist, writing should always be fun, I have to think that the professionals are also
enjoying themselves. Yes, a prodigy should be able to riff on a melody and improve it dramatically but there is
also instruction that becomes second nature and if nothing else, there is real structure underneath it. For them,
the advice is confusing and heartbreaking, maybe even insulting. And true enough, I am in command. A
diligent novelist would find a way to work those elements in to the plot or cut them out entirely. From what I
can tell though, this book generally inspires one of two feelings in its readers: deep reverential love or outright
contempt. Revision, revision, revision. Henry James talks about this in The Art of Fiction. This chapter goes
on for several pages whereby John Gardner continues his construction of the palace of dreamy fiction. Prior to
this, John Gardner speaks of the difference between abstract and concrete pleasures, the simple and the
complex. After all, a novel if it chooses can cause a reader to experience sensation, emotion, to recognize
behaviour that reader may never have seen before. It seems like success is assured. In other essays, Gardner
turns his extraordinary intelligence to subjects ranging from fairy tales and religion to King Arthur and Walt
Disney. Common Errors, Technique, and Plotting Now that John Gardner has prepared the way, he actually
begins to share lessons about writing that are worth learning. I am trying to teach you from my mistakes. I
guarantee you that Shakespeare plotted his plays and that there was an enormous amount of intellectual study
that went into the scenes he put together. The first half of the book is all manifesto while the second half reads
like VCR instructions. Do we make up our own rules or do we read others and learn? It almost seems as if he
is writing about himself rather than others.


